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President’s Message
Welcome
summer!

to

At least that
is one of the
very few normal things that is happening in our
lives, the weather is getting warmer. So here we are completing our
second quarter of the year that has
entirely been consumed with this
worldwide Coronavirus Pandemic.
As I write this second quarter message, I fully understand and appreciate the incredible stress of long
hours, and the amazing work that
each of you have been involved
in these past three months. Each
of us has been impacted in some
way or another and to different degrees; however, I also know that the
wonderful support and networking
of the CSHE organization has also
been here to support each of you
during these challenging times.
Speaking of support, as we continue to work under the emergency
status of our state with no clear
understanding of when we will be
able to gather in larger groups, the
CSHE organization has decided

to invest in the virtual networking
and meeting platform called Zoom.
Starting in the month of July, CSHE
will host a COVID survival panel
discussion regarding best practices and reactivation plans from
across our state. We will also begin
hosting chapter meetings with the
Zoom platform, so that the great
power of CSHE networking and education can resume.
In closing this quarter's message,
I want to again thank our amazing CSHE leadership team for their
dedication, knowledge and hard
work.
Please visit our CSHE website
where you will find great resources
from many of our gold, silver and
other associates highlighting their
talents and services that are available for each of you in supporting
the work you do.
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I look forward to meeting with you
soon, even if it is only virtually via
a Zoom chapter meeting or educational presentation.
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Please take care and be safe.
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Sincerely,

Dave Lockhart, CHFM, CEM, SASHE
CSHE State President/CEO

California
Society for
Healthcare
Engineering,
Inc.
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AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR HEALTHCARE
ENGINEERING (ASHE):

ENERGY TO CARE

G

reetings CSHE Membership,

This article is to update you
on the latest issues regarding
the ASHE Energy to Care and
David Lockhart CSHE Gold Rush programs.
CSHE State
President/CEO

As most of you should be
aware, we run both of these
programs together using the EPA’s Portfolio
Manager and ASHE dashboard for our data
collect, and then we recognize our local facilities as they challenge each other within our
chapters.
Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, ASHE has
delayed the reporting of our 2019 data until
July 1, thus final results are not yet in as of
this writing. If all goes well, we should have
results by the fall and our annual conference
such that we can celebrate all your great
energy performances and find out who will
take the top spot for greatest reduction for
2019.

JOINT COMMISSION:

QUICK TIPS FOR YOUR NEXT JOINT
COMMISSION SURVEY

S

urvey time is always a period of anxiety
for facility directors no matter how prepared they think they are. New regulations
or what accrediting agency focus on during the survey process are always areas of
concern for directors. No one wants to feel
unprepared. Below is an area of primary focus and a few tips from my experience as a
former Joint Commission surveyor to help
you feel more prepared for your upcoming
survey.
Area: Physical Environment
1.

2.

ASHE has also cancelled the chapter challenge for this year due to the coronavirus
and concerns that the ability to fairly compare and focus on the challenge was not going to happen.
Lastly, with all these changes and our current situation, I am going to take the year
off from managing the Energy to Care Program for CSHE and begin my search for a
replacement Energy to Care Liaison for this
program. If you are interested and passionate about helping CSHE and our members
in their energy performance, please send
me an e-mail or give me a call. This is a great
program and really does not take a great
deal of extra work. You will also have the
opportunity to collaborate with other ASHE
E2C Liaisons at the annual meetings for this
program.
Thank you all for your support of this program as CSHE has been the most successful
with the greatest reductions in our energy
performance.

3.

Rope packing on your fire pump. Alt- 2.
hough rope packing is not required by
the NFPA, it is utilized because its less
prone to failure then mechanical seals.
The area you want to check is ensuring
that your rope packing is dripping at a
consistent rate. Make sure it’s not completely dry/not dripping at all or make
sure that the water is not continuously
pouring out from the packing.
Monthly conductance tests on your
generator battery system. If you truly
have sealed/maintenance free batteries, you should be doing a monthly
conductance test to analyze the state
of your generator batteries. If your
batteries are not sealed and you must
check the water level, remember you 3.
also need to have an eyewash station
present (installed in uninterrupted
travel distance of 10 seconds or maximum of 55 feet).
Weekly checks of your emergency
power supply system include your
automatic transfer switches. This is a
general inspection of the cabinet. You
are checking it for leaks, water stains
and debris. Ensure it’s in normal power
and the incoming power source is labeled. The last thing to check is to make
sure your informational lights or panels
are operable.

Tips for Your Survey
1.

Make sure your documentation is
organized. I cannot stress this enough.
If your documentation is not organized
and easily presented, it’s going to give
your surveyor the impression that you
are not following the standards correctly. Additionally, it gives the surveyor
more time to review documents and
identify problems with your report.
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Surveyors look to
complete document
review within 90 mi- Lance Woolf
nutes. If that is drag- Former Joint Commisged along, you are sion Life Safety Code
Surveyor; Director of
going to allow your Life Safety Complisurveyor to have ance, Soleran.com
more time to review
your IOU’s and find issues with documentation. If more than 3 findings are
found within EC 02.03.05, you will also
be scored for a leadership finding as
well.
Do not be vague in your answers
or intentionally trying to distract or
create a diversion. Remember your
surveyor has been to multiple facilities
and seen all approaches. I was able to
quickly identify if an individual or team
was trying to misalign my focus during
a survey. In fact, all it did was make me
focus more because I knew they were
using distraction techniques. If you’re
using distraction techniques, you’re
going to lose the ability to have open,
honest conversations throughout your
entire survey. If you do not know the
answer, say so and ask for clarification.
Your surveyor is more apt to help then
you realize.
Ask questions and for clarification. If
you feel a finding is incorrect or you are
not familiar with the regulation, take
that opportunity to ask questions and
educate your staff or team if you are
not familiar with the regulation. I was
more then happy to clarify a finding
and at times take away an observation
due to the open dialogue that occurred. Clarifying and contesting everything is something I would not suggest
either or your communication is going
to eventually break down. Make the
effort to keep your conversations as
open, honest, and educational as possible. Also, do not be afraid to ask the
surveyor what they are looking for to
educate yourself. I was always more
than happy to educate the team.

Hopefully, the information and examples in
this article will help you on future surveys.
I am also a member of CSHE. Please come
talk to me at one of the CSHE events. I look
forward to learning from your experiences
and sharing our “war stories.”

REGULATORY UPDATE:

CSHE EDUCATION:

HOSPITAL HEALTHCARE

2020 WEBINARS
Joe Brothman
OC Chapter President

David Baker
Executive Director of Support Services, CHOC Childrens;
State Vice President, CSHE

H

ello everyone, 2020 has turned
out to be a Doozy-of-A-Year. For
just about all of us in the industry,
we haven’t had time to catch our
breath, let alone get all additional
tasks done that have been laid upon
on us.
Hospital Healthcare is an all-consuming and extremely complex
world that we live in, which takes a
special person to be able to stand
up in the forever evolving landscape
which we call Hospital Engineering.
My hats off to all you engineers out
there that put on your boots day-after-day, night-after-night to ensure
the safety of our patients and staff
that depend on your knowledge and
expertise in our field. Right now, it is
never been more dynamic and fast-

paced. Keep up the great job you
are doing.
In today’s article, I thought I would
share a few regulatory updates
and publications that have recently
come out in the last three months.
1.

The Joint Commission gave us
some clarifying expectations for
Suicide Risk Reduction in Nonpsychiatric areas;
a.

The question asked was
“What is The Joint Commission’s expectation for
an environmental risk assessment in nonpsychiatric units/areas in general
hospitals where patients
at risk for suicide are
(continued on page 5)

T

he CSHE Educational Webinar series
maintains its regular monthly schedule
to deliver meaningful education topics to our
hospital engineers.
We have had great presentations the past
few months and thank our talented speakers
for their time and expertise. The next webinars will be focusing on leadership and the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The July 16 webinar is a best-practice
round-table curated by our CSHE Leadership, reviewing what they see as notable
practices from CSHE members during this
pandemic.
We look forward to your attendance and appreciate both our attendees and speakers
time participating in our webinar series.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR HEALTHCARE ENGINEERING:

ASHE REGION 9 UPDATE

F

or CSHE members who are also take advantage of this opportunity as ASHE is currently doing is
ASHE members, I hope you have it will be a big help during these chal- a new COVID-19 pandembeen paying attention to the great re- lenging times.
ic research survey. ASHE David Lockhart
sources and assistance ASHE has been
is using its incredible net- CSHE State
Due to the inability to hold training
providing to its membership. When
work and membership to President/CEO
sessions and conferences, ASHE has
you go to the ASHE website, they have
survey how everyone has
also reduced the cost of their educaa whole section dedicated to
been dealing with and rethe COVID-19 pandemic with
sponding to this crisis. The
ASHE COVID-19 Pandemic Research Survey
topics on recovery; converting
survey should take less than
https://www.research.net/r/ASHE_CRTS_KOL
alternate care sites; and webi15 minutes to complete and
nars regarding the pandemic.
should not require you to
Not to mention, they also have
gather data or other infortion content. Take advantage of 50%
business partnership resources to promation. They have made it simple such
off many of the on-line training and
vide national resources to assist.
that anyone who has been impacted
educational opportunities ASHE has to
and is in healthcare can answer the
Another area that ASHE has been ac- offer. Everyone should be aware that
survey. ASHE hopes to get a strong retive in since the start of the COVID-19 ASHE has moved their annual confersponse from everyone so that they can
pandemic is working with CMS, the ence to October 4-7, and it will be in
assist with better understanding the
Joint Commission and others to help Chicago, also to note they will provide
impact across the nation and how we
during these times. ASHE has success- a virtual conference as well. The CSHE
all responded. Please take 15 minutes
fully obtained blanket waivers from Annual Institute will be in Olympic Valout of your day to complete the survey.
CMS regarding EOC and LS modifica- ley the following week: October 14-16.
I have included the link here so no extions to inspections, testing, and mainOne of the most important things cuses. Thank you.
tenance requirements. Make sure you
— 4 —

REGULATORY UPDATE:

HOSPITAL HEALTHCARE
housed (for example, non-designated patient rooms within medical/surgical units or
emergency departments)?

(continued from page 4)

the front lines of the pandemic.
a.

b. Answer: The Joint Commission
requires the following of an environmental risk assessment to
evaluate potential suicide risks:
Thoughtful evaluation of the
environment. The evaluation
is meant to be a proactive process to, at a minimum, identify self-harm issues before a
patient is placed in the room.
A plan. The plan needs to identify who is responsible for removing any objects identified
to be of a self-harm nature.
Resources to guide staff.
When caring for individuals at 3.
risk for suicide in a patient room
in a non-designated space, staff
can reference resources, such
as the following:
• Checklists identifying the selfharm objects to be removed
• Electronic flags (for example,
the patient being placed in a
medical/surgical room is high
risk; sweep the room for items
not essential for patient care
that may pose a self-harm risk)

2.

Some of the topics addressed
include: Personal protective
equipment (PPE) resources;
Guidance related to ventilators;
Staffing and telehealth resources;
Hospital surge capacity
guidance; FAQs in response to
the COVID-19 situation; Official
statements from The Joint Commission; Resources for organizations still preparing to care for
COVID-19 patients; Staff health
and well-being resources; Announcements from the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA)

b. For more details visit https://
www.jointcommission.org/
covid-19/
Also, the Joint Commission will begin
resuming regular surveys and reviews in June 2020.
a.

Keep in mind they will want to
look at how you have adapted to the pandemic and review
your current practices to assure
you are providing safe care and
working in a safe environment;
so with that stated you should
put together a slide presentation that talks about just that,
and make sure you collaborate
with your Infection Preventionist
in doing so.

• Competency/training for all
sitters who will be with high- 4. CMS Issues Covid-19 Emergenrisk patients to do the environcy Declaration Blanket Waivmental assessments
ers for Health Care Providers
• Visual reminders (for example,
posters) of the most common
The Trump Administration took agitems that are significant risks
gressive actions and exercising reguon the unit
latory flexibilities to help healthcare
providers contain the spread of the
• On-site psychiatric professionCoronavirus, which allowed CMS to
al who is available to complete
be empowered to take proactive
an environmental risk assesssteps through the 1135 Waivers;
ment in areas where staff do
keep in mind that these waivnot have the training to do this
ers DO NOT require a request to
independently
be sent to the normal location at
The Joint Commission has created
1135waiver@cms.hhs.gov mailbox
a New Coronavirus (Covid-19) Reor to notify them at their regional
sources web page to support health
office. The items that pertain to
care organizations and workers on
facility engineers are;
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a. On April 21, 2020, CMS issued
a blanket waiver that temporarily modified the inspection,
testing and maintenance (ITM)
provisions of the Life Safety
Code (LSC) and Health Care Facilities Code (HCFC) to the extent
necessary to permit health care
facilities to adjust scheduled
ITM frequencies and activities
required by the LSC and HCFC.
The waiver is retroactive to the
March 1, 2020, it is currently unknown when the waiver will be
suspended. (Just note I would
tread lightly on deviating
from your normal scheduled
testing and maintenance, I
personally feel it is best not to
enact such a thing and stick to
your schedule.) The following
LSC are considered critical are
NOT included in this waiver: •
Sprinkler system monthly electric motor-driven and weekly diesel engine driven fire pump testing. • Portable fire extinguisher
monthly inspection. • Elevators
with firefighters’ emergency operations monthly testing. Emergency generator 30 continuous
minute monthly testing and associated transfer switch monthly
testing. • Means of egress daily
inspection in areas that have undergone construction, repair, alterations, or additions to ensure
its ability to be used instantly in
case of emergency.
b. Also under Life Safety Code waiver Alcohol-based Hand-Rub
(ABHR) Dispensers: they are
waiving the prescriptive requirements for the placement of the
alcohol based hand rub (ABHR)
dispensers for use by staff and
others due to the need for the
increased use of ABHR in infection control. However, ABHRs
contain ethyl alcohol, which is
considered a flammable liquid,
and there are restrictions on the
storage and location of the containers. This includes restrict(continued on page 6)

REGULATORY UPDATE:

HOSPITAL HEALTHCARE

(continued from page 5)

ing access by certain patient/
resident population to prevent
accidental ingestion. Due to the
increased fire risk for bulk containers (over five gallons) those
will still need to be stored in a
protected hazardous materials
area.
c.

Fire Drills: Due to the inadvisability of quarterly fire drills that
move and mass staff together,
we will instead permit a documented orientation training program related to the current fire
plan, which considers current facility conditions. The training will
instruct employees, including
existing new or temporary employees, on their current duties,
life safety procedures and the
fire protection devices in their
assigned area.

d. Temporary Construction: CMS
is waiving requirements that
would otherwise not permit
temporary walls and barriers
between patients to be allowed.
e. Physical Environment they
are allowing flexibility for surge
capacity where CMS will permit
Non-Facility space to be utilized
for patient care or quarantine.
f.

Written Policies and Procedures for Appraisal of Emergencies at Off Campus Hospital Departments. CMS is
waiving 42 CFR §482.12(f)(3),
emergency services, with respect to surge facilities only,
such that written policies and
procedures for staff to use when
evaluating emergencies are not
required for surge facilities. This
removes the burden on facilities
to develop and establish additional policies and procedures
at their surge facilities or surge
sites related to the assessment,
initial treatment, and referral of
patients.

g. Emergency Preparedness Policies and Procedures. CMS is
waiving 42 CFR §482.15(b) and
§485.625(b), which requires the

hospital that the emergency
preparedness communication
plans for hospitals to contain
specified elements with respect
to the surge site. The requirement under the communication plan requires hospitals and
CAHs to have specific contact
information for staff, entities
providing services under arrangement, patients’ physicians,
other hospitals and CAHs, and
volunteers. This would not be an
expectation for the surge site.
h. Care for Excluded Inpatient
Psychiatric Unit Patients in
the Acute Care Unit of a Hospital. CMS is allowing acute care
hospitals with excluded distinct
part inpatient psychiatric units
to relocate inpatients from the
excluded distinct part psychiatric unit to an acute care bed
and unit, as a result, of a disaster or emergency. The hospital
should continue to bill for inpatient psychiatric services under
the Inpatient Psychiatric Facility
Prospective Payment System for
these patients and annotate the
medical record to indicate the
patient is a psychiatric inpatient
being cared for in an acute care
bed because of capacity or other
exigent circumstances related to
the COVID-19 emergency. This
waiver may be utilized where
the hospital’s acute care beds
are appropriate for psychiatric
patients and the staff and environment are conducive to safe
care. For psychiatric patients,
this includes assessment of the
acute care bed and unit location
to ensure those patients at risk
of harm to self and others are
safely cared for.
i.

Physical Environment. CMS is
waiving requirements related at
42 CFR 483.90, specifically the
following: (1) Provided that the
state has approved the location
as one that sufficiently addresses safety and comfort for patients and staff, CMS is waiving
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requirements under §483.90
to allow for a non-SNF building
to be temporarily certified and
available for use by a SNF in the
event there are needs for isolation processes for COVID-19
positive residents, which may
not be feasible in the existing
SNF structure to ensure care
and services during treatment
for COVID-19 are available while
protecting other vulnerable
adults. (2) CMS believes this will
also provide another measure
that will free up inpatient care
beds at hospitals for the most
acute patients while providing beds for those still in need
of care. CMS will waive certain
conditions of participation and
certification requirements for
opening a NF if the state determines there is a need to quickly
stand up a temporary COVID-19
isolation and treatment location.
(3) CMS is also waiving requirements under 42 CFR 483.90 to
temporarily allow for rooms
in a long-term care facility not
normally used as a resident’s
room, to be used to accommodate beds and residents for
resident care in emergencies
and situations needed to help
with surge capacity. Rooms that
may be used for this purpose
include activity rooms, meeting/conference rooms, dining
rooms, or other rooms; as long
as residents can be kept safe,
comfortable, and other applicable requirements for participation are met. This can be done
so long as it is not inconsistent
with a state’s emergency preparedness or pandemic plan, or
as directed by the local or state
health department.
For resources and additional information on 1135 Waivers, please also visit:
https://www.cms.gov/About-CMS/
Agency-Information/Emergency/EPRO/
CurrentEmergencies/Current-Emergencies-page.

OFFICE OF STATEWIDE HEALTH PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT:

COVID-19 RELATED TEMPORARY EMERGENCY WORK

M

any hospitals
performed
Paul Coleman
OSHPD FDD
temporary emerDeputy Director,
gency work, such as
Chief Building Official
converting rooms
to negative pressure, erecting
surge tents, repurposing rooms,
installing temporary barriers, etc.
in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. While most of the emergency work did not require the
issuance of a building permit by
the Office of Statewide Health
Planning and Development (OSHPD), field visit reports were
generated for each requested
emergency project. Most of the
emergency projects did require
a Program Flex from the California Department of Public Health
(CDPH). These emergency projects are typically approved for the
duration of Governor Newsom’s
declared statewide emergency,
unless a shorter time was otherwise specified in an OSHPD field
report or a CDPH Program Flex.
After the declared disaster has
ended, these emergency projects
must be restored to their pre-disaster condition as soon as possible.
All emergency work performed
without benefit of plan review
and permit by OSHPD may be
restored to its pre-existing condition without plan review or a
building permit. However, hospitals must contact their Compliance Officer and advise them

of the restoration so that a field
report can be issued. Hospitals
will need to check with CDPH to
determine what steps need to be
taken with their department as
part of the restoration process.
Should the hospital decide to
make the changes permanent a
project must be submitted to OSHPD for plan review and building
permit. Any such project must
comply with the building code in
effect at the time of submittal,
which is currently the 2019 California Building Standards Code.
According to an article in Becker’s Healthcare Report, June 8,
2020, there are several emerging
technologies CIOs and IT leaders
see as the way of the future for
healthcare organizations. These
include augmented reality, artificial intelligence-enabled technology, precision medicine, and
virtual care support. The Hospital Building Safety Board Administrative Processes, Code Changes
and Standard Details Committee
will be tackling questions regarding the future of healthcare at its
June 22 meeting. The discussions
will include:
A. Potential Future Impact to
Healthcare Facility Design
Process
B. Potential Changes to Design
Team and Agency Review Process - eServices Portal, ePlan
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Check, and Video Conferencing
C. Potential Changes to Construction Process - Digitization, Vertical Integration
D. Potential Changes to Inspection Process - Videos and
Photos (instead of waiting for
site visits)
E. Technology Use - Video Conferencing, Webinars, and Remote Working Best Practices
Hospitals may be rethinking the
design of new buildings as a result of COVID-19. Some of the
design considerations for future
hospitals may include the ability
to convert Operating Rooms to
Intensive Care Units when needed, providing medical gases and
emergency power in non-patient areas, Universal Rooms to
provide more flexibility, choking
down building access, Building
Management Systems that provide for changing room pressure
differentials as needed, etc.
While we do not know all the
changes that will result from
the pandemic, we do know that
changes will happen. Changes in
the way that we do our business,
changes in where we do our business, and changes in what our
business will keep or abandon.
Who knows - perhaps we’ll move
toward self-directed surgeries?
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CALIFORNIA SOCIETY FOR HEALTHCARE ENGINEERING, INC.

WELCOMES 31 NEW MEMBERS!
CENTRAL COASTAL
Parikh, Roopal
PREVENT
Weafer, Sean
Hill-Rom Company, Inc.
INLAND
Cochran, Michael
Hill-Rom Company, Inc.
Gilbert, Dasia
Cummins Pacific
McCabe, Scott
Eisenhower Health
KINGS
Coltrell, Christina
PREVENT
Marquez, Jose
Hill-Rom Company, Inc.
LOS ANGELES
Albrecht, Sandra
San Dimas Community Hospital
Helms, Kevin
ASCO Services
McGoldrick, Chris
JLL
Morford, Dean
Citrus Valley Health Partners
Mustian, Scott
PG Lifelink
NORTHEASTERN
Eichinger, Lisa

Hibbert, Josh
Hill-Rom Company, Inc.
Mendonsa, Daniel
UC Davis Health
Saldana, Angelo
UC Davis Medical Center
Stein, Jeffrey
Stein Architects Inc.

CSHE CHAPTERS

ORANGE COUNTY

CENTRAL COASTAL

Birkett, Harrison

CENTRAL VALLEY

PREVENT

INLAND
KINGS RIVER

Just, Fred
BSI Consulting Services
Lee, Jonathan
HTM Consulting Network
Muller, David
Western Energy Systems
Ramirez, Martin

LOS ANGELES
NORTHEASTERN
ORANGE COUNTY
REDWOOD
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO
SILICON VALLEY

Bay City Electric
Stover, Greg
VERTIV

Ray, Robert

Yen, Benjamin
Hoag Hospital

California Pacific Medical
Center
Taipale, Rick

REDWOOD

DMG Corporation

Molnar, Jeff
Sutter Coast Hospital
SAN FRANCISCO
Agoncillo, Angelo
Stanford Health Care
Nettey, Kristy
Cummins Pacific

Shaw Industries
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SILICON VALLEY
Plummer, Sean
PREVENT
Wilson, Travis
BrightView Landscape

CALIFORNIA SOCIETY FOR HEALTHCARE ENGINEERING, INC.

GOLD SPONSORS
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